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WIRAB Comments on the Reposted PingThings 

Request for Data from Peak Reliability 
 

December 4, 2015 

 

 The Western Interconnection Regional Advisory Body (“WIRAB”) appreciates the 

opportunity to comment on the reposting of the PingThings request for data from Peak 

Reliability. 

 

 At its November 16, 2015 Board Meeting (webinar), the Peak Board approved the release 

of Phasor Measurement Unit (“PMU”) data greater than one year old (now categorized as 

Sensitive) to PingThings and directed Peak to repost for comment the request for data that is less 

than one year old (now categorized as Critical). In the original posting, Peak Staff classified all 

of the data as Non-Sensitive because the PMU data was to be masked and any specific location, 

vendor or other identifying information shielded from disclosure. The Peak Board based its 

decision largely on the assertion of a single member that the masked data may be able to be 

reverse engineered to obtain location and vendor information.  

 

 WIRAB recommends that the Peak Board of Directors approve the PingThings request 

for the remaining PMU data that has been archived by Peak Reliability that is less than one year 

old. PingThings is requesting the data for purposes that will improve the reliability of the grid 

(developing methods and tools to detect geomagnetic disturbances in the Western 

Interconnection). It has put in place strong physical and cyber safeguards to prevent inadvertent 

or unauthorized release. Finally, PingThings is willing to accept and use masked synchrophasor 

data to conduct its research. Masked data should be classified as non-sensitive unless there is 

credible evidence that it can be easily reverse engineered and the requestor lacks strong 

safeguards to prevent data release.  

 

 WIRAB is concerned about the precedent the PingThings request decision sets for future 

requests. Out of the 64 Class 1 and Class 2 members, Peak received a total of three comments on 

the PingThings request, all objecting to sharing the data. A single member asserted that that it 

may be possible to reverse engineer the masked data and therefore the request should be rejected. 

Comments made at the Board Meeting pointed out the hypothetical nature of this assertion and 

that this type of reverse engineering has never been done before. The probability of data being 

reverse engineered is conditional on its unauthorized release to a bad actor. The risk is not that a 

viable requestor could reverse engineer masked data, the risk is that it first falls into the hands of 

a bad actor that also has the intelligence to reverse engineer synchrophasor data. In this instance, 

PingThings has put in place the necessary protections to prevent release of the data. WIRAB is 

concerned that the reverse engineering argument could be made about any request for masked 

data. If allowed to stand without evidence and support, it will signal to third-party requestors it 

isn’t worth making a data sharing request to Peak.  

 

 WIRAB also questions the reclassification of the data into two different classification 

categories. The requested data is now split into two categories because some data is less than one 

year old and some data is greater than one year old. Is there a significant difference between data 

that is 402 days old and data that is 276 days old? If the Board simply waits an additional 90 
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days all of the data will be greater than a year old. This is the type of grey area that calls for an 

independent evaluator to exercise prudent judgement and make a final determination about the 

release of all of the requested data as we have recommended in our comments on the Data 

Sharing Review Process. WIRAB believes that masked synchrophasor data should be classified 

as non-sensitive. The most secure way to deliver synchrophasor data to PingThings is by 

masking the data. Delivering unmasked data that is greater than 365 days old is a less secure 

approach.  

 

 In conclusion, WIRAB recommends that the Peak Board of Directors approve the 

remainder of the PingThings data request. 

 


